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Abstract. The geosynchronous
GOES 5 and GOES 6 satellitesfrequently observetransient
eventsmarked by magneticfield strengthincreasesand bipolar magneticfield signatures

lastingseveralminutes.In this studywe reporta surveyof 87 eventsobservedsimultaneously
by both GOES spacecraft(for a total of 174 individual observations)from August to December 1984. Events detectedin the prenoonsectoroutnumberedthosein the postnoonsectorby
about a 3 to 1 ratio. The distributionof the eventsversuslocal time exhibited a significant
prenoonpeak like the distributionof magneticimpulseeventsobservedin high-latitude
groundmagnetometers.A cross-correlation
analysisof the two GOES data setsindicatedlags
that range from 0 to over 2 min, with the majority of the eventsmoving antisunward.The
shortlags correspondto azimuthalspeedsof hundredsof kilometersper second,greaterthan
flow speedsin the magnetosheath,
but less than fast mode waves. The short lags may indicate
that the events move primarily latitudinally and/or that transientevents are seldom localized,
but rather occur over extended,if not global, regions.Investigationsof event occurrence

versusinterplanetary
magnetic
field(IMF) Bz, eventmotionversus
IMF By,andcorrespondencebetweenupstreamplasmadata and the eventsall indicatethat pressurepulsesare the
likely sourceof many of the events.About 27% of the eventswith simultaneoussolar wind
data were precededby sharpreversalsin one or more IMF components,and nearly all of this
particulargroupof eventsoccurredin the dawn sector.This suggeststhat the pressurepulses
may be commonly generatedin the foreshock/bowshockregion, since the prenoonmagnetopauselies generallybehindthe quasi-parallelbow shockwhere suchpulsesare thoughtto be
triggeredby IMF discontinuities.Finally, severaleventsin the data set were also observedby
the AMPTE/CCE. These are presentedas casestudies.
1. Introduction

The daysidemagnetopause
is the locationwhere solarwind
mass,energy,and momentumare directly transferredto the
magnetosphere.
Transient(-1 min) variationsin magneticfield,
plasma,and energeticparticleparameters
represent
one facetof
this interaction. Such transientevents are commonly observed

by spacecraft
in the daysidemagnetosphere,
particularlyin the
vicinity of the magnetopause.
Eventsmarkedby bipolarfluctuationsin the magneticfield component
normalto the nominal
magnetopause
and enhanced
totalmagneticfield strengths
were

dynamicpressureincreases[Elphic, 1990]. Alternately,the trigger may be relatedto intrinsicinstabilitiesat the magnetopause
and not the solar wind, as suggestedby Le et al. [1993].
Otherproposed
causesfor the eventsincludeimpulsivepenetration of solar wind plasma filaments [Lemaire, 1977], the
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability [Southwood,1979], and solar
wind/foreshockpressurepulse driven magnetopausemotion

[Sibecket al., 1989]. Amongall the differentmodels,the spo-

radic mergingand pressurepulsemechanismshave been developed to the point where they make a full rangeof predictions
concerningthe characteristics
of individual eventsand their statermed flux transfer events, or FTEs, by Russell and Elphic
tistical occurrencepatterns(see review by Sibeck [1994]). Be[1978]. They interpretedtheseeventsas flux ropesof interconcausethesetwo modelspredictdiffering patternsfor event oc-

nectedmagnetospheric
and magnetosheath
magneticfield lines currence, orientation, and direction of motion as a function of
resultingfrom patchy,sporadicmergingat the magnetopause.IMF orientation, local time, and latitude, statistical studies have
Althoughsouthward
interplanetary
magneticfield (IMF) orien- helped to determinethe relative significanceof each model in
tationsfavor merging,specificeventsmay be triggeredby the productionof transientevents.
variationsin solar wind parameterssuch as southwardIMF
There have been several statistical studies of transient events
turnings[Lockwood
et al., 1989;Lockwood
and Wild, 1993]or observedin the vicinity of the daysidemagnetopause
[e.g.,

Rijnbeek et al., 1984; Berchem and Russell, 1984; Southwood
Copyright 2001 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
Paper number 2000JA000394.
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et al., 1986; Kuo et al., 1995; Sannyet al., 1998]. An observation that is commonto these studiesis that eventsoccur predominantlyduring periodsof southwardIMF, a basic tenet of
the sporadicmergingmodel. Hence thesestudiesprovidecom21,217
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pellingevidencethattransienteventsobserved
nearthe dayside pulseevents(MIEs).MIEs arecharacterized
by changes
(typimagnetopauseare indeed FTEs.
There have also been statistical studies of events observed

cally-102nT)in thevertical
component
of themagnetic
field
lasting several minutes. The nature of the transientevents that

deep in the magnetosphere.
These investigationsused either produceMIEs has been extensivelydebated.MIEs have been
datafrom the AMPTE/CCEwhenit wasin the magnetosphere
considered
to be the ionospheric
signature
of burstymergingat
far from the magnetopause
[Kawanoet al., 1992;Sannyet al., the magnetopause[e.g., Sandholtet al., 1986; Fukunishiand
1996] or geosynchronous
observations
made by the GOES Lanzerotti,1989;Mendeet al., 1990],of magnetopause
waves
spacecraft[Borodkova et al., 1995]. These studiesfound that driven by solar wind/bowshockpressurevariations[Friisthe occurrence
of transient
eventsdid not depend
strongly
on Christensen
et al., 1988' Sibeck,1993; Sibeckand Korotova,
IMF orientation.
For example,Sannyet al. [1996]reported28 1996],or of varioussimultaneous
effectsat themagnetopause
eventsthatoccurred
for IMF Bz < 0 and24 eventsfor IMF Bz [Lanzerotti et al., 1990]. Several statistical studies of MIEs
> 0. Furthermore,
eventaxisorientation
did not dependon the [Lanzerotti et al., 199!' Hughes et al., 1995; Sibeck and
signof IMF Byin themannerpredicted
by anymerging
model Korotova,1996]founda double-peaked
patternin theirdistri[e.g., Gonzalezand Mozer, 1974; Crooker,1979].Finally,the butionpattern.There is a pronounced
prenoonpeak and a
motionof the majorityof the eventsagreedwith the predic- smaller,secondary
postnoon
peak.The secondary
peakis not
tions of the pressurepulse model [Sibeck, 1990]' that is, the observedin similar studiesby Glassmeieret al. [1989],
eventsmove sunwardjust after local noon during periodsof Vorobjevet al. [1994],andLin et al. [1995].Finally,MIEs
spiralIMF (Bx ß By< 0) andtheymovesunward
justpriorto generallymove antisunward
at velocitiesgreaterthanthoseaslocal noonduringperiodsof orthospiral
IMF orientation
(Bx ø sociatedwith convection[Hugheset al., 1995], lessthanthose
By > 0). Sannyet al. [1996] reconciled
the observations
with associated
with fastmodewaves,but ratherappropriate
for feaburstymergingand pressurepulsesby concludingthat both turesmovingantisunward
with the magnetosheath
velocity.To
mechanismsare responsiblefor generatingtransientevents, be able to associate
MIEs with the correctmechanism(s)
is
with the majorityof eventsproduced
by burstymergingat the very desirable,
for with this information,
the solarwind-magmagnetopauseand the largest-amplitudeeventsproducedby netosphere
interactioncan be monitoredusingreadilyavailable
pressurepulses.Satellitesin the vicinity of the magnetopausehigh-latitude
groundmagnetometer
datain placeof spacecraft
observeall the events,whereassatellites
deepwithinthe mag- observations.
netosphereobserveonly thoseeventswith the largestampliIn this studywe haveassembled
a datasetof 87 pairsof
tudes,resultingin a data set with a majorityof pressure
pulse simultaneousevent observations(which we will call "event
events.
pairs") made by the GOES 5 and GOES 6 geosynchronous
The point of origin of the pressurepulsesthemselveshas spacecraft,
for a totalof 174individualobservations,
duringthe
been a topic of much recent interest.Observationsindicatethat periodfrom Augustto December1984.We chosethis period
pressurepulsesmay be inherentin the solarwind [Burlagaand for several reasons' first, simultaneous measurementswere

Ogilvie,1969;Robertset al., 1987] or they may be generated readilyavailableon-linefor the two spacecraft
from day 229
in the foreshock
region[Fairfieldet al., 1990].Simulations
by (August 16) to day 343 (December8) of 1984; second,the
Thomaset al. [1995] and Lin et al. [1996a, 1996b] all indicate AMPTE IRM was oftenin a favorableupstream
positionfor
that pulsescan be generated
in the foreshock
regionby ions monitoringsola[ wind parameters
duringthat period;and, fistreamingaway from the quasi-parallel
bow shock,particularly nally, we had assembled
a collectionof 57 eventsobserved
by
whenthe IMF changesits direction.Theseupstreampulsesare the AMPTE/CCE, which was in the outer daysidemagnetothen carriedby the solarwind into the shockwhereinteractions sphereduring that period [Sannyet al., 1996]. We hopedto
may producelarge-amplitudepulsespropagatingdownstream find some common events and thereforeuse the CCE as an adand impingingupon the magnetopause.
ditionalmonitor.
Therewere,in fact,observations
madeby all
The interaction of IMF discontinuitieswith the bow shock three spacecraft.These observationswill be discussedin a later

may also producesolar wind phenomenaknown as hot flow
anomalies(HFAs) [Paschmannet al., 1988; Schwartzet al.,

section.

There are a variety of magneticsignatures
associated
with

1988'Thomsen
et al., 1988].HFAsarecharacterized
by very transienteventsobservedby geosynchronous
spacecraft.For
hot tenuousplasmaflows deflectedstronglyfrom the Earth- example,Borodkovaet al. [1995] providedfour differentclassiSunline, andturbulentmagneticfield strengths
anddirections. fications
of sucheventsbasedon theirmagnetic
field strength
While IMF discontinuities
are common[Burlagaand Ogilvie, fluctuations.
In this studywe only considereventsthat exhibit
1969], HFAs havebeenobserved
only rarely(for example, the "classic"
FTE signature
of a bipolarsignature
in the magThomsenet al. [1988] suggested
that they occurat a rate of netic field component
normalto the nominalmagnetopause
aboutoncea month).It is unclear
whether
onlya smallfrac- centeredupon an increasein the magneticfield strength
tion of the discontinuities
can produceHFAs or if HFAs are [Russell
and Elphic,1978].Observations
andmodeling
results
commonbut only observable
by spacecraft
in the immediatevi- [e.g., Berchemand Russell, 1984; Farrugia et al., 1987;
cinityof the bow shock.Finally,Sibeckand Gosling[1996] Kawanoet al., 1992] haveshownthat suchsignatures
can be
andSibecket al. [1997]havefoundexamples
of highlyvari- produced
by bubblesor flux ropestravelingalongthemagnetoablemagnetosheath
plasmaparameters
duringperiods
of nearly pausesurface,with northwardmovingeventsproducingoutsteadysolarwind input. Thesestudiesindicatethat the effects ward/inward
bipolarsignatures
in the magnetic
field component
of the solarwind interaction
with the bow shockmay be far normalto the nominalmagnetopause
and southwardmoving
more dynamicthanpreviouslythought.
Transienteventsin the magnetosphere
launchAlfv6n waves
that carrycurrentsand electricfieldsdownmagneticfield lines
to the ionosphere.Correspondingsignaturesare observedin

inward displacement
of magnetospheric
magneticfield lines
duringthe passage
of transient
eventsenhances
the component
of the magnetospheric
magnetic
field in the planeof the mag-

high-latitude
groundmagnetograms
andare calledmagnetic
im-

netopause.

events producinginward/outwardsignatures.Furthermore,the
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In the pressurepulse model [Sibeck, 1990], ripples on the
magnetopausesurface that radiate outward from the point
where pressurepulsesfirst strike the magnetopause
producethe
observedbipolar signaturesand field strengthincreases.Transient events associatedwith pressurepulses travel around the
magnetosphere
with the magnetosheath
flow, but also launch
fast mode waves into the magnetosphere.
Events displayingbipolar signaturesnormal to the magnetopause
traditionallyhave
been interpreted as evidence for bulges on the magnetopause
moving either northwardor southward,becausethere is no explanation for the bipolar signaturespurely in terms of fast
mode waves propagatinginto the magnetosphere.
Geosynchronous events have also been interpreted in terms of events
propagatingalong the magnetopause
becausecase studiesof
MIEs and geosynchronousevents generally find that the two
phenomenaappearto associateone-to-one[e.g., Glassmeieret
al., 1989; Sibeck, 1993; Korotova et al., 1997, 1999], and

MIEs are known to move at velocities appropriatefor features
traveling along the magnetopause
[Hugheset al., 1995].
With our assembleddata set, we can investigatestatistically
a numberof propertiesof geosynchronous
transientevents.For
example,the distributionof eventsas a functionof local time
is considered.The time lag betweenthe observationsmade by
GOES 5 and GOES 6 providesinformationon the sunward/
antisunward

motion

of transient

events

and their

azimuthal

TRANSIENT

2. Data

EVENT MOTION
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Sets

All magnetospherictransient events in our data set were

identifiedfrom the magneticfield measurements
of the GOES
5 and GOES 6 satellites [Grubb, 1975]. These satellites were

in geosynchronous
orbit, with GOES 5 leadingGOES 6 by 23ø
in longitude.The local times (LT) of the spacecraftare related
to universal time (UT) by LT = UT- 5.0 (for GOES 5) and
LT = UT-

6.5 (for GOES 6). GOES data files, with a time

resolutionof 3 s, are available for downloadingfrom the Web
site of The JohnsHopkinsUniversityApplied PhysicsLabora-

tory (JHU/APL) at http://sd-www.jhuapl.edu.
We requiredall
our candidateevents to be observedby both satellitesso that
lag times could be determined.Furthermore,at least one of the
satelliteshad to be positionedon the daysidebetween0900 LT

and 1500 LT. Once an event was identified,we replottedthe
observationsin boundarynormal coordinatesdeterminedfrom a
minimum variance routine [Sonnerupand Cahill, 1967] run
upon the event itself. We kept only eventsthat exhibiteda bipolar signaturein the magneticfield componentnormalto the
nominalmagnetopause
centeredupon an increasein the magnetic field strength.Eight of the GOES events were observed
simultaneously
in the outermagnetosphere
by the AMPTE/CCE
spacecraft,which was launchedinto a near-equatorial
orbit with
an apogeeof 8.8 Re. The CCE magnetometerdata [Potemra et

speeds,and any dependence
of propertiessuchas theseon lo-

al., 1985] have a resolution of 6.2 s and can also be obtained

cation. Solar wind data are used to discussthe dependenceof

from the JHU/APL

eventpropertieson IMF Bz and By, discontinuities,
and up-

IMF conditionsfor the eventswere monitoredusing either
the AMPTE IRM [Lt;ihret al., 1985], ISEE 1 and 2 [Russell
and Elphic, 1978], or IMP 8 [King, 1982]. The time resolution
of the IRM plasma and magneticfield observationswas 5 s,
while the resolutionsof the ISEE and IMP magneticdata were

streamplasma fluctuations.Finally, the additionalinformation
providedby the CCE on the eight eventsit observedsimultaneouslywith the GOES spacecraftallows for a more detailed
analysisof event propagation.

Web site.

DAY 258, 1984
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Figure 1. A comparisonof GOES 5 and GOES 6 magneticfield observationsin VDH coordinatesduring the
interval from 1700 to 1730 UT on day 258, 1984.
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Table 1. List of Events

Day

230
230
230
230

Time,
UT Magnetic
Field,
nT Duration,
min

1601
1622
1630
1735

5-6
5-6
5-6
5-6

65
45
35
65
35
0
25
110
55
40
20
25
25
10
25
55
45
50
10
5

4
3.5
3.5
3
3
3

5-6
5-6

1.5
2.5
5
5
4.5
4
2
3
3.5
2.5
3
8
3
4
4
2.5

5-6

1514
1545

2.5
2.5

241
241
242
250
250
254
254
254
254
254
254
256
256
256
256
256

1459
1644
2033
1458
1546
1555
1602
1623
1642
1648
1823
1438
1449
1605
1815
2106

8
9
7
7
3.5
5.5
6
7.5
5.5
7.5
7
6
6
4
4
9.5

258

1716

259
259

1428
1523

1701

Lag,
s

2.5
4
3.5
10

232
232

258

Order

9.5
3

5
7

3.5

5-6
5-6
5-6
5-6
5-6
5-6
5-6
5-6
5-6
5-6
5-6
5-6
5-6
5-6

85
50

40

3

6-5

20

3
3

5-6
5-6

115
70

Direction
a

IMFb

Monitor

(+,-,+)
(+,-,+/-)
(+,-,-)
(+,-,+/-)

IMP
IMP
IMP
IMP

(-,+,-)
(-,+,- )
(-,+,-)
(+,+,-)
(+,+/-,-)
(+,-,-)
(+,-/+,-)
(+,-,+/-)
(+,-/+,-)
(+,+/-,-)
(+,-,0)
(+,-,0)
(+,-,+)
(+,-/+,+/-)
(+,-,-)
(+,0,0)

IMP
IMP
IMP
ISEE
ISEE
IRM
IRM
IRM
IRM
IRM
IRM
IRM
IRM
IRM
IRM
ISEE

(+,-,-)
(+,-,-/+)

ISEE
ISEE

(0,-,-)
(-,-/+,-)
(-,+,-)
(-,+,-)
(-,+,-)
(-,+,-)
(-,+,-)
(-,0,0)
(0,+,+)
(-,0,0)
(-,0,+)

IRM
ISEE
ISEE
ISEE
IRM
IRM
IRM
IRM
IRM
IRM
ISEE

as

(+,+/-,- )

IRM

as
as
as
as

as
as

as
neither
s
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
s
as
as
as
s
neither
as
s

as
as

1449
1734

6
8

2.5
5

263
264
264
264
264
264
265
265
265
268
268

1815
1501
1536
1617
1820
1838
1557
1741
2031
1433
1932

8.5
4
4
3
2
2
3.5
5
2
11
16

3.5
3
3
2.5
3
5.5
4
6.5
5.5
4
5
4

6-5

30

281
281

1450

1602

10.5
18

4

2.5

5-6

5-6

20
65

as

281
281

1757
1825

14.5
5.5

4
5.5

6-5
5-6

45
45

as
s

(+,+,0)
(+,-,0)

ISEE
ISEE

6.5

2.5

s

(+,0,+)

ISEE

as

(+,-,+)

ISEE

(-,-/+,-)

ISEE

270

283
283
286

286

287
287

287

1646

1421
1441
1442

1652

10

6
6.5
5

1454
1647

4.5
5

5
1.5
4

5-6
6-5
6-5
5-6
5-6
5-6

5-6
5-6
5-6

6-5

1.5
4

5-6
5-6

4

6-5

289

1526

1903

3.5
7

2.5

298

1722

301
301

1650
1715

6.5

7.5
5.5

3.5
5
3

303
303

1658
1742
1659

5
5.5

2.5

6
5

2.5

305
310
310

1834
1711
1750

5
5
5

2
2.5
3.5

305

6-5
5-6

5-6

neither
as

85
80
5
20
70
15
5
80
0
10
25

as
•
neither
as
as
as
neither
s
neither
as
s

IRM

263
263

5-6

0
15

(+,+/-,0)

10
45
65

10

45
60

10

85

0

s

as
as
as
as
as

as

neither

6-5

5
15

neither
s

5-6
5-6

60
20

as
s

5-6

30

6-5

5
35
0

(+,-,0)
(+,0,+)

ISEE
ISEE

(+,+,+)
(+/-,-,+/-)
(+,0,+)

IMP
ISEE
ISEE

s
s
as

(-,0,+)
(-,-,+)
(-,0,-/+)

ISEE
ISEE
ISEE

(-,+,0)
(-,+,-)

ISEE
ISEE

as

neither
s
neither

311
313
313
314
316
320

1524
1626
1701
1558
1526
1721

10
5
11
7
10.5
18

5
1
1.5
4
4.5
2.5

5-6
5-6
5-6
5-6
5-6
5-6

130
35
70
45
80
50

323
323
324

324

1737
1752
1451

1539

13.5
7.5
7

4
4.5
3

5-6
5-6
5-6

10
25
80
0

neither

324
324

1616
1706

4.5
5.5

2.5
2

5-6

45
20

as
s

5

2.5

as
as
as
as
as
as
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Table 1. (continued)

Day

Time, UT

331
331
332

1555
1921
1408

MagneticField, nT Duration,min

4.5
8
7

2
2
2

Order

Lag, s

Directiona

IMb•

Monitor

5-6
6-5
5-6

25
65
65

as
as
as

(+,+,+)
(+,0,+)
(-,+,+)

ISEE
ISEE
ISEE

(+,-,+)
(+,0,+)
(+,+,+)
(+,+/-,+)
(+,+,+)
(+,+,+)
(+,+/- ,+)
(+,0,+)
(+,- ,- )
(+,+,-)

ISEE
ISEE
ISEE
ISEE
ISEE
ISEE
ISEE
ISEE
ISEE
IMP

332

1451

6

4

5-6

10

as

333
333
333
336
336
336
336
336
340
342

1413
1439
1521
1438
1517
1622
1634
1842
1504
1442

5
3.5
4
6
3
6
8
6.5
8
4

4
4
7.5
3
2.5
3.5
3
3.5
2
3.5

5-6
5-6
5-6
6-5
6-5
6-5
6-5

10
90
125
20
20
65
10
0
90
55

as
as
as
s
s
s
s
neither
as
as

5-6
5-6

allere as denotesantisunward, and s denotessunward.

hinterplanetary
magneticfield is notedaspositive(+) or negative(-).
A sharpreversalis denotedby +/- or -/+. Field directionis in GSM coordinates.

4 s and 15.36 s, respectively.IMF orientationdata were available for 63 of the 87 events,and IRM plasmadata were available for portionsof sevendays duringlate 1984.
All solar wind data files were obtainedthroughdownload
using the World Wide Web. The AMPTE IRM measurements
were obtained from the Web site of the University of New
HampshireExperimentalSpacePlasmagroup at http://www-

motion as inferred from the order of observationsand spacecraft positions.Finally, observationsof the IMF direction in
GSM coordinatesduring an interval approximately5 to 10 min
precedingeach event are listed when available.If a field componentis consistentlypositiveor negative,it is labeled as + or
-. A sharp reversalin a componentof the IMF is designated
as either +/-

or -/+.

ssg.sr.unh.edu, while the ISEE and IMP measurementscame

from the Web site of the UCLA Instituteof Geophysicsand
Planetary Physics Space Science Center at http://wwwssc.igpp.ucla.edu:80/ssc.
Figure 1 showsa sampleevent identified from GOES data.
The magnetic field measurementsare in VDH coordinates,
where V is directed radially away from Earth, D is directed
eastward,and H points antiparallelto Earth's dipole moment.
In each panel, GOES 6 observations
are positionedabovethose

of GOES 5. The vertical scale on the right correspondsto
GOES 6 field measurements, and the vertical scale on the left

corresponds
to GOES 5 field measurements.
The bipolarsignature of the event can be seenin the V component,which is in
the generaldirectionof the normal to the magnetopause.
The
lag betweenobservations
of an event by the two spacecraftis
generally small enough comparedto the duration of the event
that only a single time of occurrence,which we take to be at
the maximum of the magnetic field strength enhancement,
needsto be specified.Here, the event occurredat 1716 UT on
day 258, 1984.
The transienteventsused in this study are listed in Table 1.
The events were observedbetween day 230 and day 342 of
1984. All observation times are in UT, so the local time locations of the geosynchronousspacecraftcorrespondingto any
event may be found using LT = UT- 5.0 for GOES 5 and LT
= UT - 6.5 for GOES

6. Because the events were detected at

large distancesfrom the magnetopause,
their amplitudeswere
generallysmall. The amplitudesof the bipolar signaturesof our
events ranged approximately from our required threshold of
2 nT to 18 nT, with a medianamplitudeof 6.5 nT. Event duration, which we define as the time betweenpeak positiveand
negative deflectionsin the bipolar signature,ranged approximately from 1 min to 8 min with a median duration of 6 min.

3. Statistical Survey and Discussion
3.1. Distribution

of Events

We begin by consideringthe locationsat which the events
were observed. The events were found from GOES measure-

mentsmadeon the daysideoverthe sameintervaleachday for
severalmonthsnear the end of 1984. Figure 2 showsthe loca-

tionsof GOES 5 andGOES 6 in the GSM xy planeduringthe
occurrenceof the events.While the longitudinalrange over
which events are observed is about the same on either side of

the Sun-Earthline, the eventsfoundin the prenoonsectorfar
outnumberthose in the postnoonsector.Of the 174 individual

observations,
129 were madeprior to local noon and 45 were
made after local noon, representing
nearly a 3:1 ratio in favor
of prenoonevents. Figure 3a shows the distributionof these
observations
as a functionof localtime.They rangefrom 0745
LT to 1610 LT, nearly symmetricaboutlocal noon; however,
the peak of the distributionoccursin the prenoonsectorat
around 1000 LT.

The preponderance
of eventsin the prenoonsectorsuggests
that many of the eventsmay be producedby pressurepulses
generatedin the foreshock/bow
shockregionsincethe prenoon
magnetopauselies generally behind the quasi-parallel bow

shock,where suchpulsesare thoughtto be produced.There
should be no bias for either FTEs or events associated with

pressurepulsesinherentin the solarwind to be producedin the
prenoon sector.

Figure 3b is reproducedfrom Sibeckand Korotova [1996].

It showsthe distributionof MIEs detectedby high-latitude
groundmagnetometers.
The double-peaked
patternconsistsof a

pronouncedprenoon peak between 0800 and 1000 LT and a
smaller,secondarypostnoonpeak between1200 and 1400 LT.
observedby GOES 5 and GOES 6, the lags betweenthe obser- Only the prominentprenoonpeak appearsin all MIE distribuvations,and the sunward/antisunward
(s/as) componentof event tionsdetectedby groundstationsat geomagnetic
latitudesrang-

Also shown in Table

1 are the order in which each event was
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3.2ß Motion

YGSM
(RE)
6

of Events

Next, we consider the motion of the events. This is investi-

gatedusing the 87 event pairs in the data set that were observed by both GOES spacecraft.In general, the signatures
seen at each satellite were very similar, but occurredwith a
slight time differenceor lag. During our survey,we did not
find any events that exhibited a clear signatureat one spacecraft and a completelack of any signatureat the other space-

4

craft. Furthermore,the senseof the bipolar signature(increase/
decreaseor vice versa) for any event was always the same for

2

GOES

• XGSM
(RE)

5 and GOES

6.

To determine the lag, we selected an interval, typically
about 20 min, surroundingthe variation in the magneticfield

strengthassociatedwith an event observedby GOES 5. By
comparingthis interval to intervals of equal length in the
GOES 6 data (which also exhibit the event signature) over a

rangeof lags centeredaboutzero, we can determinethe crosscorrelation

coefficient

for the two sets of measurements

as a

function of the lag. The value of the lag at the maximum
cross-correlationcoefficient representsthe time differencebetween the observationsof the event by the two GOES satellites, and the sign of this lag indicatesthe orderin which the
spacecraft
seethe event.This orderand the knownpositionsof
-6

Figure2. Positions
of GOES5 andGOES6 in theGSMxy
planeduringtheirobservations
of thetransient
events
usedin
this study.

GOES allow us to determine whether an event is moving
sunwardor antisunwardand to estimateroughly the azimuthal
speedof the event.

Figure 4 showsan exampleof the analysisusedto determinethe lag. The top panelshowsthe increasein the magnetic
field strengthassociated
with the eventobserved
by GOES 5
and GOES 6 at 1735 UT on day 230, 1984. The bottompanel

ing fromabout60ø to 80ø [Glassmeier
et al., 1989;Vorobjev
et
al., 1999]. A comparisonof Figures3a and 3b showsboth (a)
similarities and differences between the distributions. In both

casesthe majorityof eventsoccurin the prenoonsector.The
peakof the distribution
of geosynchronous
transient
eventsoccurs between0900 LT and 1100 LT, slightlylater than the pri-

4-

0_

>0

mary peak of the MIE distribution.However,there is no o 2
postnoon
secondary
peakevidentin thetransient
eventdistribu- .•0

_

tion.

E

It is impossibleto infer with much certainty from Figure 3
that the distribution of MIEs may mirror that of geosynchronous transient events producedby foreshock/bowshock pressure pulses. If the secondarypostnoonpeak is truly a "quirk"
as suggestedby Lanzerotti et al. [ 1991], then the similaritiesof
the distributions are enhanced.In particular, if several more
events had been observedduring the 1100 to 1200 LT interval
in the studyby Sibeckand Korotova [1996], then the presence
of the secondarypeak would be significantlydiminished.Furthermore,a possibleexplanationfor the lack of MIEs near local noon may lie in the fact that ground events are generated
by azimuthal gradientsin the pressureapplied to the magnetosphere [Southwood and Kivelson, 1990]. If many pressure
fronts strike the subsolarmagnetopausestraighton, there will
be many instanceswhen transientpressureincreasesproduceno
ground events near local noon. However, the suggestionthat
MIEs may be a result of various simultaneouseffects at the
magnetopause,both with and without any bias toward the
prenoon sector, cannot be discounted. Our distribution only
suggests that foreshock/bow shock pressure pulse induced
events may representa significantcontributionto the produc-

•,1-

bution pattern of high-latitudemagneticimpulse eventsas a
function of local time (reproducedfrom Sibeckand Korotova

tion of MIEs.

[1996]).

o
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Figure 3. (a) Distributionpatternof transienteventsobserved
at geosynchronousorbit as a function of local time. (b) Distri-
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number of antisunward events (12) and the number of sunward

events(13) are nearly equal, indicatingthere is no preferreddirection of motion near local noon. The next group, 26-50, consistsof eventsat longitudesrangingfrom approximately15ø to
32ø on either side of local noon. Here, the motion is predominantly antisunward,with only three of the 25 events moving
sunward. The final group, 51-75, are at longitudes ranging
from approximately34ø to 52ø. The statisticsare the same as
those of the previous group, with 22 events moving
antisunwardand three events moving sunward.
In summary, we have found that in the vicinity of local
noon, there is no clear tendency for magnetospherictransient
events to move sunward or antisunward.However, away from
local noon, nearly 90% of the events (44 out of 50 in this
study) move antisunward.
This result is consistentwith the idea that events are gener-

ated by pressurevariations,either inherentin the solar wind or

o 0.4

associated

with

the bow

shock. These

variations

should first

strike the dayside magnetopause
near local noon. The ripples
producedare then carriedantisunwardwith the magnetosheath
o
flow. As a result, a spacecraftthat is very closeto local noon
0 -0.2
may observe sunward and antisunward motion with nearly
-0.4
equal probability,whereasa spacecraftdistantfrom local noon
-400-300-200-100
0
100 200 300 400
generallyseesantisunwardevents.This result may also be exLag (s)
plained by the magneticmerging model. Events producedby
Figure 4. Cross-correlation
analysison the magneticsignature magneticmergingmove in responseto pressuregradientand
of a transientevent (event of day 230 at 1735 UT) seenby magneticcurvatureforces(for example,see the discussions
by
GOES 5 and GOES 6 yieldsthe time lag betweenthe observa- Crooker [1979]' Cowley and Owen [1989], and Goslingeta!.
tions.
[1990]). The pressure gradient force generally points
antisunwardaway from the subsolarpoint. However, magnetic
.9

0.2

.•

0

i

i

•

•

i

i

shows the cross-correlation

i

•

i

i

function

i

i

,

i

determined

•

i

•

as a function

of the lag between the observations.The maximum in this
functionoccursat a lag of +65 s, indicatingthat the event was
seen first at GOES 5, then 65 s later at GOES 6. A negative
value of the lag would indicate that the event was first observedby GOES 6. We did not find any dependence
of the lag
on eitherthe amplitudeor the durationof the events.
The average lag of the 87 event pairs in our data set was
about 40 s. Twelve of these were found to have lags of under
10 s and are of little value in investigatingthe motion of the
events. The 12 short-lag events were found to be distributed
nearly uniformly from about 0900 MLT to 1500 MLT. A very

YGSM(RE)
6-

-

4-

-

2-

shortlag may indicateeitherthat the event,if localized,originated between the spacecraftor that the compressionof the

-

magnetopausemay have been global in nature. As a result,
they are not included in the plot of Figure 5, which showsthe
motion associatedwith the remaining 75 event pairs in the
GSM xy plane. The direction of motion of an event is repre-

i

,•.[I , XGSM(RE)

_

sentedin Figure 5 by a vectorthat originatesat the midpoint
between

GOES

5 and GOES

6. The vector is directed

from

one satellite to the other, indicating the order in which the
event was observed.As indicated in the figure, the motion of
theseeventsis generallyantisunward.There are 56 antisunward
eventscomparedto 19 sunwardevents,for abouta 3 to 1 ratio.
Most

of the sunward events occur near local noon. This is il-

-2-

-

-4-

lustrated in Figure 6a, where the rate of occurrence of
antisunward events is compared to that of sunward events
-

within three longitudinalsectorswith respectto local noon.
The 75 events are divided into three groups.The first group,
labeled 1-25, consistsof the events that are closestlongitudi- -6 nally to local noon. Their longitudesrange from less than 1ø to Figure 5. Motion of transienteventsat geosynchronous
orbit in
about 13ø on either side of local noon. Within this group, the the GSM xy plane as inferred by cross-correlation
analysis.
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600 km/s, which is much greaterthan the magnetosheath
flow
velocity anywhereoutsidethe daysidemagnetosphere
[Spreiter
et al., 1966]. Events with azimuthalspeedsof the order of the
magnetosheathflow velocity should have lags of about 80 s
and higher.There are only 13 suchevents,nearly all of which
are in the prenoonsector far from noon. Figure 6b showsthe
averagelags for the eventsgroupedwithin the threelongitudinal sectorsdiscussed
earlier.The averagelag is shortestfor the
group that is closestto local noon and increasesfor the sectors
that are farther away.

Two primaryresultsarisefrom our analysisof the time lags
betweenevent observations
by GOES 5 and GOES 6. First, the
majority of events exhibit lags correspondingto azimuthal

10

1-25

26-50

51-75

(b)
60

50

40

speeds much greater than the magnetosheathflow velocity.
Second,the lags increase(or the azimuthalspeeddecreases)for
eventswith greater displacementsfrom local noon. One explanation for the short lags is that for someevents,the motion is
not simply azimuthallydawnwardor duskward,but has a significant northward/southward component. Since the GOES
spacecraftare equatorialsatellites,this componentis likely to
produce rather short lags. This point will be investigatedfurther in the next section. A secondexplanation is that rather
than first touchinga singlepoint on the magnetopause
and then
spreadingout, discontinuitiesmay nearly simultaneouslystrike
the magnetopauseover a range of local times, generally about
local noon. The effective speed at which they move along the
magnetopause may then be much higher than any observed
magnetosheathvelocity. Under such circumstancesthe most accurateestimatesof the azimuthalspeedwill be made by spacecraft

at locations

that are far from

local

noon. This

is consis-

tent with our resultsthat the longestlags are observedconsistently when the GOES spacecraftare in the early prenoonsector. The final alternativeis that the eventsare producedby fast
mode waves propagatingthroughthe magnetosphere.
While this
would explain the shortlags, it would not accountfor the bipolar signaturesor previouslyestablishedrelationshipwith slower
moving MIEs.

30

20

i0

3.3. Solar
I

1-25

Wind

Observations

I

26-50

51-75

Data on the orientation

of the IMF

were available

for 63 of

Figure6. (a) A comparison
of thenumberøb'•['•i•[••{ the 87 events (see Table 1). We begin by consideringthe desunward and antisunward motion. Events are divided into three pendenceof event occurrenceas a function of IMF Bz. FTEs
groupsbasedon longitudewith respectto local noon.The occur predominantly during periods of southwardIMF, when
groupconsisting
of events1-25 had longitudes
rangingfrom magneticmerging is favored, but pressurepulse eventshave no
less than 1ø to about 13ø on either side of local noon. Events dependence
on the sign of Bz. Of the 63 eventswith accompa26-50 are from about 15ø to 32ø, and events 51-75 are from nying IMF data, 46 occurredwhen B• was either clearly posi34ø to 52ø. The groupclosestto localnoon(events1-25) does tive or clearly negative.The numberof eventswith positiveB•
not exhibit any bias towardeither type of motion,whereas was 22, and the number with negativeBz was 24. If our data
antisunwardmotion is dominantin the other two groups.(b) set of events were dominatedby FTEs, then most shouldoccur
The average
lag timedetermined
for thethreegroups
increasesfor negativeB•. Sincethis is not the case,we expectthat while
with distance from local noon.
there may be FTEs among our events,it is unlikely that they
are in the majority.
Next, we investigatethe motion of the eventsbasedon the
curvature
forcesdependuponlocationandtheIMF orientation. magneticmergingmodel. As mentionedpreviously,the motion
Pressure
gradients
only dominate
curvature
forcesat locations of an FTE is governedby the pressuregradientand magnetic
far awayfromnoon,so the mergingmodelalsoaccounts
for curvatureforces. In general,the pressuregradientforce points
antisunwardaway from the subsolarpoint, while magneticcurthepossibility
of sunward
motionin thevicinityof noon.
If the transienteventspropagateazimuthallyaroundthe vature forces depend upon location and the IMF orientation.
magnetosphere
as hasbeensupposed,
thenthe lagsandthe When the IMF pointsduskward,newly mergedmagneticfield
knownseparation
of the spacecraft
allowus to obtainan esti- lines connected to the northern ionosphere experience
matefor the speedsof the events.The lagsdetermined
for our dawnward and northward curvature forces, whereas field lines
87 eventpairsrangefrom 0 to 130 s with a medianlag of 30 connectedto the southernionosphereexperienceduskwardand
s. This medianlag corresponds
to an azimuthalspeedof nearly southwardcurvature forces. When the IMF points dawnward,
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(a)
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inward/outward
signatureindicatessouthward
motion.None of
the four sunward events had a northward/southwardcomponent

ZGSM(RE)
4

3

consistent
with that predictedby the mergingmodel.In Figure

7b, whereIMF B>,wasnegative,
thereis onesunward
moving

IMF By > 0

event before noon and four sunward events after noon. Here,

four of the five events did move according to the merging

theory.Our overallresultsare that for the nine sunwardevents,
four had a northward/southward motion that was in agreement

•YGSM
(RE) with the predictionof the mergingmodel,but five movedin a

'--6

mannerthat wasopposite
to the prediction.
The success
rateof

-1

4/9 or 44% is slightly worse than the 50% successrate ex-

-2

pectedby chance,suggesting
that the eventsare unrelatedto
reconnectionat the magnetopause.

-3

The pressure
pulsemodelalsomakespredictions
of the oc-

-4

(b)

currence of sunward events based on solar wind conditions.

Sunwardeventsare expectedto occurshortlyafter local noon
duringperiodsof spiralIMF orientation
andpriorto localnoon
duringperiodsof orthospiral
IMF [Sibeck,1990].Thereare 19

ZGSM(RE)
4

sunward events in our data set. Nine of these events were ob-

I IMF
By<0 I

servedwhen the two GOES spacecraftwere positionedon op-

positesidesof localnoonandcouldnotbe characterized
either
as prenoonor postnoon
events.Of the remaining10 events,
four were observedwith both spacecraftin the postnoonsector

"-+•

'--6

'

•

'

6YGSM
(RE) and six with both spacecraftin the prenoonsector.First, we

-1

consider
the postnoon
events.Noneof theseeventsoccurred
when the IMF was orthospiral.In two casesthe IMF had a

nearlyradialorientation
andcouldnotbe considered
as spiral
or orthospiral.
The othertwo casesoccurred
whentheIMF was
spiral.For the sunward
eventsin the dawnsector,solarwind

-3

conditionswere available in five of the six cases.None of the

eventsoccurredwhen the IMF was spiral. Two eventsoccurred

Figure7. Motionof transient
eventsat geosynchronous
orbitin for an orthospiralIMF orientation,two were accompanied
by a
the GSM yz planefor (a) positiveIMF B•,and (b) negative sharptransitionfrom an orthospiralto a spiral direction,and
IMF By.
one occurredduring a nearly radial IMF. Becauseof the small
number of sunwardevents, these resultsby themselvescannot
be consideredas evidencefavoringthe pressurepulsemechatransientevents. Neverthe senseof the magnetic curvatureforces reverses.It is pre- nism as the sourceof geosynchronous
dicted that merging should occur along a tilted line passing theless,these results,along with our earlier findings,are conthrough the subsolarpoint [Sonnerup,1974; Gonzalez and sistentwith the predictionsof that theory.
The connectionbetween magneticfluctuationsseen by the
Mozer,1974].For duskward
IMF (positiveIMF By),the merging line tilts from southerndawn to northerndusk, but for GOES spacecraftand plasmadata from the IRM during this
dawnward
IMF (negative
IMF B•,),the mergingline tilts from period (and for many eventsin our data set) has already been
northerndawn to southerndusk. This suggeststhat when IMF establishedby Fairfield et al. [1990]. They reportedmany inBy> 0, theremaybe sunward
andnorthward
movingeventsin stanceswhen brief enhancementsin the kinetic pressurein the
of the magthe postnoonsector,but sunwardand southwardmovingevents upstreamsolar wind correspondedto compressions
Furtherin the prenoonsector.However,whenIMF By < 0, sunward netic field in the subsolarequatorialmagnetosphere.
eventsin the postnoonsectormove southward,and thosein the more, the upstream field strength and the density associated
prenoonsectormove northward.Such sunwardmoving events with the perturbationswere highly correlated,which is directly
are mostlikely to occurnear local noon,wherepressuregradi- oppositeto the expectationthat they would be anticorrelatedin
the undisturbed solar wind. The authors concluded that the
ent forcesare small and magneticstressescan be large.
Among the 63 events with accompanyingIMF data, 35 pressureenhancementswere not inherent in the solar wind, but
shock interactions.
were detected when the IMF had a steady dawnward or a were the result of solar wind/foreshock/bow
Consequently,we inspectedsolar wind observationsfor evisteadyduskwardorientation.Of this number,15 occurredwhen
By> 0 and20 occurred
whenBy< 0. The plotsof Figure7 dence of IMF and plasma discontinuitiesshortly prior to our
show the motion of these 35 events in the GSM yz plane as events. Of the 63 events accompaniedby solar wind data, 17
determinedby the order in which they were observedby the were precededby sharp reversals in one or more components
GOES spacecraft.The 15 eventsof Figure 7a were observed in the IMF, consideredto be a catalystin the formation of hot
whenIMF B>,waspositive.
Thereis a sunward
movingevent flow anomaliesand strongforeshockpressurepulses[Thomsen
after local noon, and three sunward events before local noon.
We checked the northward/southward

motion of these events

et al., 1988]. Fourteen events were seen when both GOES

spacecraftwere in the dawn sector. The remaining three ocby considering
the senseof the bipolarmagneticfield signature curred when the two spacecraft straddled local noon. We
in the direction normal to the magnetopause.A bipolar out- checked the IMF orientation at the times of our 14 prenoon
ward/inwardsignatureindicatesnorthwardmotion, whereasan events. For four of five caseswith steady IMF, the foreshock
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Figure 8. Positionsof the two GOES spacecraft
and the AMPTE/CCE whenthey observedthe eventsthat occurred at (a) 1438 UT on day 256 and (b) 1701 UT on day 258. The solid curvesindicatesuggestedsouthward moving wave fronts.

lay prior to noon, while in the fifth case,the IMF was radial. 0900 and 1500 LT). In this groupof 23, eight had clear signa-

In eightof 10 caseswith By reversals,
the foreshock
moved turesthat were also seen by GOES 5 and GOES 6. The other

frompostnoon
to prenoon.
In theothertwocases
withByre-

15 CCE events did not exhibit signaturesat GOES that were

versals,the foreshockmovedfrom prenoonto postnoon.
The distinguishable
from the ambientnoise.We determinedthe lags
remainingtwo casesconsistedof one with sign reversalsin betweenthe CCE observationsand those made by the GOES

bothByandBz andonewith signreversals
in bothBxandBz. spacecraftusingthe cross-correlation
analysisdiscussed
earlier.
For both of these, the foreshockwent from prenoonto
Although
theCCEwascloser
to themagnetopause
thanthe
pøstnoon.
Thusin no instance
did we observe
a prenoon
event two GOES spacecraft,it was not alwaysthe first to observean
with the foreshockremainingsolelypostnoon
beforeand after event.Rather,the orderin whicha disturbance
was seenap-

the event,whichis consistent
with the pressure
pulsemodel.
3.4. Simultaneous CCE Observations

pearsto be governedby the longitudinal
positions
of the spacecraft. In all eight casesthe spacecraft
closestto the noonmeridianis the firstto observe
the event.Thishappened
to be the

Duringlate 1984whenthe GOESeventsusedin thisstudy CCE on four occasionsand GOES 5 on the other four occasions.We presenttwo examples
in Figure8, onewith theCCE
daysidemagnetosphere.
In a previouswork [Sannyet al., closestto noon and the other with GOES 5 closestto noon.
1996], we identified57 eventsobservedby the CCE whenit
Figure 8a showsthe positionsof the three spacecraft
were observed,the AMPTE/CCE spacecraftwas also in the

was near its apogeeof 8.8 Rœ.Of the 57 CCE events,23 were

during
anevent
observed
at 1438UTonday256.Theleftplot

observedwhenthe GOES spacecraft
were in the daysidesector depictsthe spacecraft
in the GSM xy plane,andthe right
usedin this study(at least one of the two spacecraft
between plot depictsthe spacecraft
in the GSM yz plane.Solarwind
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data from the IRM indicatedthat the IMF had a spiral orientation and that Bz was neither clearly positive or negative.The
event was detectedfirst by the CCE, then 70 s later by GOES
5, and 55 s after that by GOES-6. The order in which the
event was observedas designatedby the A-B-C sequenceas
shown.From the left plot of Figure 8a, the determinedlags appear to indicate that the event originated near noon and traveled antisunwardin the prenoonsector.The right plot of Figure
8a shows that all three spacecraftwere close to the magnetic
equator: GOES 5 was nearly on the equator, while GOES 6
and the CCE were north and southof the equator,respectively.
As discussedby Sanny et al. [1996], the CCE observeda bipolar event signature(-,+) in the magneticfield componentnormal to the nominal magnetopause,which indicated southward
event motion. Furthermore, a minimum variance calculation

[Sonnerupand Cahill, 1967] on the signatureindicatedthat the
axis was essentiallyparallel to the magneticequator.The bipolar signature at the GOES spacecrafthad the same variation
(-,+) as seen by the CCE, indicating the event also had a
southwardcomponentto its motion. A minimum variation calculation on the stronger GOES signature (GOES 5) showed
that the axis lay from northern dawn to southern dusk. Although GOES 6 was slightly north of GOES 5, it saw the
event 55 s later than GOES 5. These observationssuggestthat
the event may have originatednorth of the magnetic equator,
likely on the postnoonside from the spiral orientation of the
IMF. At the CCE the propagationof the event was primarily
southward. It swept southward and antisunward across the
GOES spacecraft,but the orientationof the ripples in the magnetopausewas such that the disturbancewas first observedby
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4. Conclusion

In this study we have examined the distribution and motion
of transientevents whose magneticsignatureswere observedat
geosynchronous
orbit by the GOES 5 and GOES 6 pair. Observations made in the prenoon sector outnumberedthose in the
postnoonsectorby about a 3 to 1 ratio. Although the distribution had a range that was nearly symmetricabout local noon, it
peaked at about 1000 LT. Such a distribution suggeststhat a
number of events in our data set were produced by pressure
pulses generated in the foreshock/bow shock region. The
prenoon magnetopauselies generally behind the quasi-parallel
bow shock, where these pulses are thought to be produced.
FTEs or transient events associatedwith pressurepulses inherent in the solar wind should not exhibit any bias toward the
prenoon sector.

We comparedthe distributionof our geosynchronous
events
with the distribution of MIEs seen by high-latitude ground
magnetometers. The two patterns were similar in that both
were characterizedby predominant prenoon peaks. Secondary
postnoonpeaks are seen in some MIE distributions.The role
(or existence)of the secondarypeak is unclear. Its physical significance may be questionable, for its appearancewould be
greatly diminished if only several more ground events were detected between 1100 LT and 1200 LT [Sibeck and Korotova,
1996]. Alternately, the absenceof MIEs near local noon may
be a result of the fact that ground events are generatedby azimuthal gradientsin the pressureapplied to the magnetosphere
[Southwoodand Kivelson, 1990]. A pressurefront that strikes
the subsolar magnetopause straight on will not produce a
ground event near local noon. Of course, the secondarypeak
GOES 5 and then GOES 6. The thick curved lines shown in
the right plots representrough guessesof the geometry of the may be the result of an actual effect at the magnetopause,and
MIEs may be produced by various simultaneousprocessesat
ripples of the events as they propagatepast the spacecraft.
Figure 8b shows the positionsof the three spacecraftfor the the magnetopause,both with and without any bias toward the
event of 1701 UT on day 258. Correspondingsolar wind data prenoon sector. Our result only shows that foreshock/bow
indicated
that the orientation
of the IMF
shifted
from
shockpressurepulse inducedeventsmay representa significant
orthospiral to spiral immediately preceding the event and the contributionto the productionof MIEs.
A cross-correlationanalysison the data from the two spaceIMF had a Bz componentthat was neither clearly positive or
negative.As shown in the left plot, the event was detectedfirst craft yielded valuesfor the lags betweentheir observationsof
at GOES 5, which was very close to magneticnoon. It reached the events. We interpretedthese lags as an indication of the
propagationof the events,which we assumedto be azimuthal.
GOES 6 and the CCE about 40 s and 55 s after the GOES 5
events, as determinedby
observation,respectively,suggestingthat the disturbanceorigi- The motion of the geosynchronous
the order in which they were observedby the GOES pair, was
nated near noon and traveled antisunward in both the dawn and
the dusk sectors.The positionsof the spacecraftin the GSM yz predominantlyantisunward(nearly 90%) away from noon. In
plane are shown in the right plot. All three spacecraft are the vicinity of local noon, the number of sunward and
slightly south of the magnetic equator and all detecteda bipo- antisunward events was about equal. This result can be exlar signaturewith a (-,+) variation in the field componentnor- plained by either the pressurepulse model or the magnetic
mal to the nominal magnetopause,indicating the event was merging model, both of which predict primarily antisunward
moving southward. It is interesting to note that for this case, motion away from noon and a higher probabilityof sunward
although the two GOES spacecraftwere aligned at almost ex- motion near noon.
The values of the lags ranged from 0 to about 130 s. For
actly the same latitude, the event was observed at GOES 6
about 40 s after GOES 5. This information, together with the many eventsthe azimuthalvelocity as determinedfrom the lag
flow velocity significantly.Also,
lags, is consistentwith a picture of a localized disturbance exceededthe magnetosheath
emanating from a location near the subsolar point, slightly the lags had a tendencyto increaseaway from local noon. The
events with the longest lags, that is, those events whose azinorth of the equator.
To summarize,from the lags found for the eight events ob- muthal velocities were comparable with the magnetosheath
served simultaneouslyby CCE and the two GOES spacecraft, flow velocity, were clusteredin the prenoonsectorwell away
the order in which an event is observed appears to be most from local noon. While the short lags may be related to the
strongly correlated with position relative to magnetic local northward/southwardcomponentof the motion of the events,
noon, with the spacecraftclosestto local noon observingthe the resultsshownin Figure 8 favor longitudinalpositionas the
event first. The order does not seem to be determined by dis- primary factor in determining the order an event is observed.
tance from the magnetopause
or the positionsof the spacecraft Another explanation, from the pressurepulse model, is that
discontinuities
may not generallyimpingeon the magnetopause
relative to the magnetic equator.
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over a very localized region. When interplanetarymagnetic
field lines and discontinuitiesencounterthe bow shock,they
slow

down

with

the

shocked

solar

wind

flow

in

the

magnetosheath.As a result, the field lines and discontinuities
bow to drape aroundthe magnetosphere
and may nearly simultaneouslystrike the magnetopause
over a range of local times
and latitudes. The effective speed at which they move along
the magnetopause
may then be much higher than any observed
magnetosheath
velocity. Finally, if magneticmergingis the primary sourcefor our events, it must be suddenand occur over a
wide range of local times in order to explain the shortlags.
Our resultson event distributionand motiondid not provide
compellingevidencefor either the mergingmodel or the pressure pulse model. Either model could have been used to explain the findings, except perhaps for the dominance of
prenoon events. This bias suggestedthat solar wind/foreshock/
bow shock interactionsmay have been the primary sourceof
the events.In attemptingto better distinguishbetweenthe two
models, we considered simultaneous solar wind observations,

which were availablefor 63 of our 87 events.We beganby investigatingthe dependenceof event occurrenceversusthe sign
of IMF Bz. FTEs occurpredominantlyduringperiodsof southward IMF, when magneticmerging is favored;however,pressure pulse eventshave no dependenceon IMF Bz. We found
that the numberof eventsthat occurredfor positiveBz and
negative IMF B•, were nearly the same (22 and 24, respectively). Hence event occurrencedid not dependon the sign of
Bz. Next, we consideredthe sunwardmovingevents.The merg-

ing theorypredictsthat for positiveIMF By, sunwardand

TRANSIENT EVENT MOTION

highlycorrelated,
indicating
thatthefluctuations
originate
in
theforeshock.
Thesevarious
results
all suggest
thatthepressurepulsesthatproduced
our geosynchronous
eventswerenot
inherentin the solarwind, but a resultof interactions
between
the solar wind and the foreshock/bow shock.

Finally,we examinedeightcasesin whichan eventwas simultaneously
observedby the AMPTE/CCE andthe two GOES

spacecraft.
In all eightcasesthe eventwasfirstseenby the
spacecraftthat was closestto local noon.This indicatesthat the

orderin whichaneventis observed
is moststrongly
dependent
on longitudinalpositionwith respectto local noonratherthan
distancefrom the magnetopause
or latitude.
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